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Wednesday 20th January was a very hot day reaching
37 degrees. Allan Bunt led a walk down to Winifred
Falls, which were now flowing well after recent rain,
then down to South West Arm where we enjoyed a
swim in the saltwater and a short wade downstream.
Back to Winifred Falls for a dip under the waterfall
then a short walk upstream for lunch by a deep hole
for another hour of swimming and an exploratory walk
further upstream followed by . . . yes, another a swim!
A stop at Audley for drinks topped off a great day.
Summer walks can be most enjoyable if the distance
is not too long, there is plenty of shade, and there are
opportunities to cool off.
By Alan Webb

WEDNESDAY SUMMER WALKS
Many of our members feel that summer is not a good
time to be out there walking. Our Wednesday
organisers have been running a program to make the
hot weather more bearable as the accompanying
photo shows.
In early January several of us set out from Karloo Pool
with our lilos attempting to navigate Kangaroo Creek
to the head of navigation. The outing was organised
by Tony Larkin. The creek was hardly running but the
pools all had enough water to paddle. When we
arrived at ‘The Olympic Pool’ for lunch we had already
paddled thirteen pools after leaving Karloo. After
lunch we packed away our lilos and walked down to
Audley via Robertson Knoll passing a couple more
good pools that we could have tackled. We had the
creek to ourselves until we reached the head of
navigation which was crowded with rowing boats and
picnickers. A worthwhile trip for next year’s calendar.
The following week saw Tony put on a walk down the
pipeline track to Lake Eckersley for a lilo paddle and
swim at Eckersley Beach.
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Georges River Lilo
10th February 2016
Activity Organiser: Tony Larkin
Participants: Allan Bunt, Kerry Clarke, Debbie
Couthino, Margaret Dooley, Phil Escott, Roger Larkes,
Tony Larkin, Gary I.
Another Tony Larkin memorable ‘walk’ and a perfect
day for a 4km lilo in a very peaceful setting. Some
participants were so chilled out that I’m not sure they
knew where they were going.
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We put our lilos in the river at Kentlyn and
paddled/floated up to the remains of the road which
used to go from Campbelltown to Heathcote, stopping
for lunch along the way. Occasional rocks, boulders
and small rapids all added to the fun. We did get some
bushwalking exercise when walking up the hill at the
end and some participants put in even more training
when it was discovered that keys for the car at the end
had been left in another car back at the start of the lilo
trip!
By Margaret Dooley
Metrogaine
Saturday 27th February 2016
Participants: Team 41 - Lyn McMillan Najeeb Syed,
Kerry Clarke; Team 26 - Graeme Rayner, Liana Rayner
and Ben Phillips
The six of us headed to Lane Cove National Park for
this year’s Metrogaine. Instead of the multiple choice
questions, everything has gone hi-tech, with electronic
arm bands to register your visit to the designated
point (one team member can no longer go to the point
and join his team waiting 50 metres away). We
started at 10am with a plan and a 1:12,500 map. The
scale was confusing at times, and we seemed to travel
the distance faster than I would expect when using a
1:25,000 map.

you needed to cover in excess of 40 kms in the 6 hours
allowed. Six teams did get all the points and the
winners completed the task with 1 hour and 15
minutes to spare. This made our scores of 1,080 (team
41) and 1,020 (team 26) insignificant. Both of our
teams covered 20klms, this only gave us the results
listed below. I am in awe of the people who compete
and win these events. There were 150 teams in the
event and my team came 130th with Graeme’s team
being 134th overall.
The competition is quite serious amongst the older
(over 45 years) competitors, with the winner of the
veterans category coming 28th overall in the event.
The Metrogaine is not a serious rogaine, and I didn’t
get my compass out once. If you like a bit of
competition, the Paddy Pallin Rogaine or Socialgaine
are great opportunities for anyone to test their
navigation skills and see how their fitness compares to
the elite athletes who enter these events. In this
event, there were lots of families including
grandparents with grandchildren on the track. It was
very much a family event, next year I may enter with
our grandson.
By Lyn McMillan

The weather was relatively kind with no rain but the
day did warm up and the humidity was very heavy. In
the past the events have started at 9am and finished
at 3pm. This event was from 10am to 4pm, on the
warm day it became very hot, an earlier start would
have made our day cooler. This was one reason that
my team decided to finish with 1 hour and 10 minutes
to spare. Graeme’s team opted for a more sociable
outing, stopping for coffee on the way and coming in
with 5 minutes to spare.
Peter Wherry, a member of our club and being part of
the administration for the event, was helping out as
needed, before joining the crowd for the circuit of
Lane Cover River from Fullers Bridge to De Burgh’s
Bridge. We went past him heading the other direction
near De Burgh’s Bridge, soon after we saw Graeme
and his team also heading in the other direction.
Sydney residents are very lucky to have a facility like
Lane Cove National Park, in the middle of the city.
The total possible points were 3,050 and to get that
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Honeymoon Bay Car Camp
19 - 21st February, 2016
Activity Organiser: Gina Holloway
Participants: Leanne Baird, Margaret Dooley, Warren
Mizon, Judith Turner
After passing through security to enter the Beecroft
Weapons Range at Jervis Bay, we set up camp at
Honeymoon Bay and then had a swim in the beautiful
water. By Saturday morning we were a little puzzled
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by cars passing down the road in the middle of the
night and strange opening hours like 2am! However,
the day’s adventures were about to begin. We walked
south to Silica Beach where we found the St Martins
de Porres shipwreck and then walked around to
beautiful Target Beach where surfers had been
heading the day before. Along the way we passed
some strange looking trees - were they scarred trees?
i.e. Aborigines had at some stage stripped the bark to
make canoes and such?
After lunch we drove to the start of the Boat Harbour
track. It wasn’t long before we began an ‘obstacle’
course - a series of puddles blocking the track. Warren
and I had to remove our shoes, which proved very
tricky when you couldn’t sit down and had to balance
on one foot without falling! After about 5 long puddles
and no end in sight we decided to abandon this walk
as it was taking too long to squelch our way through
the clay mud. This proved to be a good decision
because very soon we were at Point Perpendicular
lighthouse where we could shelter from a shower of
rain. I think we all lamented the modern ‘lighthouse’
and wondered why they couldn’t put a modern light in
the original lighthouse.
We then walked down the Outer Tubes track to find
the rusty racks that had housed the torpedoes
defending Jervis Bay in WW2. After walking about 3m
along a very narrow rock ledge we suddenly turned
the corner to see children’s swimming pools
containing slimy mackerel. Hence began a fascinating
insight into fishing! Apparently this is one of only two
places in the world where you can catch marlin and
tuna from the rocks. The fishermen line up at the
entry gate for security checks from 12am to ensure a
good spot for the day’s fishing and then the navy
opens the gate at 2am. They keep the mackerel bait
fish alive by pumping water from the ocean to refresh
the pool water every hour. They carry all this
equipment down (and later, up) quite a steep 3km
track and stairs. Talk about dedication (or insanity)!
Constant rain in the night meant we packed up wet
tents but we were soon on our way to the circuit track
in Abrahams Bosom Reserve at Currarong. We did
quite a bit of rock scrambling and finally reached the
S.S. Merimbula shipwreck relics. We continued past
Lobster Beach to Gosangs Tunnel and after
crawling/waddling through the tunnel we came out
onto a rock shelf overlooking the ocean. Amazing
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geology and great photo opportunities! More fantastic
photos at Mermaid’s Inlet - magnificent sandstone
layers and turquoise water. This 9km walk with its
heath then creek then forest vegetation was a fitting
end to the weekend. Thanks to Gina for organising the
weekend. At every turn there seemed to be something
unexpected and interesting to see and a great time
was had by all.
By Margaret Dooley

Coonong Creek - Marina Crescent Reserve
11th March 2016
Activity Organiser: Margaret Dooley
Participants: Ken Callander, Phil Escott, Vanessa
Hicks, Allan Stone, Vicki Turner, Monica, Rhonda,
Robert, Kerrie
The weather, tides and participants ensured a good
time was had by all. Cloud cover kept the heat
bearable and we could enjoy the bushland reserves
and get some exercise exploring the suburb of Gymea
Bay. The humidity meant we were all ready for a swim
at Gymea Bay baths and Vanessa even produced an air
mattress (complete with thong!) Hopefully we made a
good impression on our four visitors with our sense of
fun and friendliness!
By Margaret Dooley

______________________________________

Items for the next Newsletter:
Write an article about a bushwalk, bike ride, paddle or
trip you have enjoyed for the next newsletter.
Please email newsletter items and a couple of photos
to your editor, Shaune Walsh:
walshfamily@optusnet.com.au
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Abercrombie House, Bathurst

Central West NSW
March 18th to 2nd April 2016
Organiser- Rebecca Rae
Participants- Becky & Pete, Mary & Bren, Arnold &
Gisela, Judith, Rita, Shaune & Beatrice, Barry & Irene,
Ken, Lex, Carl, Gina, Lyn & Ron, Jayne & Rob, Kay

We had an early start from Sydney to meet at the
Hydro Majestic at Medlow Bath on Friday morning.
First stop was a history tour of this beautifully restored
and revamped icon of the mountains. We heard a lot
of great stories as we were taken into areas you don’t
usually have access to. I would highly recommend the
tour as we all thoroughly enjoyed it.

Park and Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve.
Day 2 was a 9km walk out to Cottage Rock, with its
breathtaking views of Kanangra Walls and the ragged
cliff lines in the area.
Day 3 dawned crisp & cold, but dry for our walks at
Jenolan Caves. By linking up all the tracks we saw a lot
more of the valley than the usual cave area. It’s a great
place as all levels of walks are catered for.
Oberon has a lot to offer the tourist, beautiful
gardens, pine forests, Lake Oberon for walking or
fishing and some interesting nearby villages and
reserves including the massive boulder reserve of
Evans Crown where some of the group took the climb
to the top and wandered at will in this sacred
aboriginal site.
Days 4,5,6 were spent at Hill End Historic Reserve &
Sofala where everyone got wet feet searching out the
200m tunnel that was dug through Lucky Point to
divert the river, a fascinating place with so much
history & interesting ruins, mines, tracks and old sites
to visit. We all tried our hand at some gold panning
but despite our enthusiasm only came up with 2 very
tiny specs which we let go for someone else to enjoy.
On our last night we had a few cold beers and a meal
at the old pub dating back to the gold rush days. If
only walls could talk there would be some tall tales
and true from this old place.

The theme of this trip was historical places, gold &
bushrangers as well of course some great walks, and
discovering some hidden gems in the lesser known
national parks and reserves in the Central West region.
I was a little worried about what the weather was
going to do for our 2 weeks away while on our first day
setting up at Oberon in a deluge, the one and only one
thank goodness!

Verandah Cave, Boree Ck

Kanangra Walls
From Oberon we walked in Kanangra Boyd National
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We spent Easter in Orange and managed to avoid the
crowds by walking in Mt Canobolas State Park,
Borenore Karst Conservation Park, Ophir Historical
Reserve, Mullion Range Conservation Area & Conimbla
National Park. On Mt Canobolas we linked all the
tracks again and did a challenging 9km walk to Federal
Falls and 2 mountain summits with extensive views of
the region as our reward.
The walks in these parks gave us some great “hidden”
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places, caves, waterfalls with lots of water despite the
long ongoing drought, a water race on a mountain side
made by industrious miners in their quest for gold, and
an interesting historical walk in Ophir past deep
excavations in search of gold. Ophir is where gold was
first officially discovered and the rush there was so
short lived no permanent buildings were ever built so
all that remains are holes in the ground and memories
of wealth and broken dreams.
Four nights in pretty Grenfell, birthplace of Henry
Lawson, was our last “camp”. The Weddin Mountains
dominate the flat surrounding plains and we had 2
fascinating days walking there. Seaton’s Farm ruins are
testimony to the harshness of the terrain and the
ingenuity of those who tried and failed to scrape out a
living there.
100km north of Grenfell is Nangar National Park. A
long valley takes you deep into the park then an
exhilarating 4X4 drive to the top of Mt Nangar brings
you to the lookout where the eagles soar way below.
Lovely grey & white box, white cypress, stringybarks,
mugga ironbark and tumbledown gum woodlands
make this such a beautiful park. We didn’t walk here
but there were quite a few marked tracks and lovely
camping areas that will surely bring us back.

coming week’s activities. We were saddened to learn
that Eric had become ill on the trip down and had
been admitted to Wagga Hospital before returning
home.
Monday 11th
Our first day was spent walking in the Mt Buffalo
National Park. A beautiful sunny day, the only
downside being a sign as we entered the park advising
that the coffee van was not operating.
Tim led a small group of hardy walkers on an 18 km
walk on the Mollison’s Galleries track. They returned
very enthusiastic over what they had seen and
achieved. The remaining members drove to the end of
the steep and winding road to the picnic area, then
ascended The Horn Lookout via a well-constructed
path and steps where a magnificent view over the
surrounding valleys was marred only by smoke from
controlled burning.

Thanks to everyone who came with us on our journey
of discovery. I am sure a few were surprised at what
this great area has to offer.
By Rebecca Rae
Bright & Victorian Alps
Sun 10th to Sun 17th April 2016

The Horn – Mt Buffalo

The broad selection of walks and rides led by Jennifer,
Tim, Lyn, Terry, Ron and John was greatly appreciated
and enjoyed by the whole group of 32 participants,
and the accommodation was perfect for our needs.
Bright is a great centre for day walks in beautiful
natural areas, and relaxing touristy activities in the
valleys and nearby towns. The Bright sunny weather,
autumn leaves and historic relics added a further
dimension. The exchange of experiences at daily
Happy Hours was a lot of fun, and a chance to relax
and chat.
Sunday 10th
Today we arrived at Bright Alpine Guesthouse and
after giving everyone time to settle in and have their
evening meal a meeting was held to discuss the
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Following morning tea we split into two groups, the
first led by Jennifer, on an 8 km round trip through
picturesque snow gum glades to the South Buffalo
viewpoint. Ron led the rest of the party and walked
the 4 km round trip via a nature walk to Dicksons Falls.
Tuesday 12th
Again a sunny day, with three activities.
Terry led the peloton of nine eager cyclists from
Porepunkah to Myrtleford, slowing frequently to check
out cows, farm machinery etc., finally finding a bakery
for coffee and cake. An interesting experience was
riding their bicycles across suspension bridges!
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Myrtleford Bike Track
Tim led a group of 5 up Mt McLeod, a walk of some
18.5 kms, up and down, mainly through forest on a
good walking track. The views were again affected by
smoke, but Gang Gangs and a Wedge Tailed Eagle
added to the varied landscapes seen.
The third group, led by Jennifer, very much enjoyed a
pleasant and leisurely walk alongside the picturesque
Ovens River, which flows through Bright.
Wednesday 13th
Lyn led a walk of 20 driving to Falls Creek via Mt
Beauty Lookout. It was cold and windy but sunny and
the view was again affected by smoke. An enjoyable
walk with lunch at Wallace Hut and then via the
aqueduct and Cope Hut to the starting point.

Judy & Joy on the Wallace Huts Walk
Thursday 14th
Tim led a group of 4 walkers to Mt Bogong, a long hard
walk. The start of Happy Hour was delayed to 6pm
awaiting their return, and they were finally welcomed
back at 7pm, tired and weary but still smiling.
The majority of the remainder converged on
Wandiligong, a nearby historical village, by car, bicycle
and on foot. After exploring the old diggings with
many reminders of the Chinese who toiled seeking
gold, an enjoyable morning tea was had at the Maze
where the highlight was massive servings of their
famous Wandi sponge cake.

Chinese Bridge Wandiligong Diggings
Cope Hut
Tim led 9 walkers on a 12 km walk to the Back Wall on
Mt Buffalo. Another smoky view but the coffee van
was open this time at Dingo Dell and as well as coffee,
Dingo Dell lived up to its name with the appearance of
a dingo.
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Friday 15th
Tim, Lyn and Jennifer walked along the Razorback
Ridge track in very windy conditions to Mt Feathertop,
the highest mountain in Victoria, coming down the
Bungalow Track to Harrietville. While this is
considered to be an arduous walk, the track was quite
easy, apart from the fact that it was 23 kms long with a
climb to the top of Feathertop in the middle.
Organiser Terry with Anne, Kathy, Mary, Brendon, &
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George, drove up to the attractive and historic town of
Beechworth for the start of a bike ride to Myrtleford.
Meeting at 10:00am, and with only an easy 45km
ahead, it was decided to start the ride with coffee and
cakes from one of the local bakeries. Thus fortified
the group headed past the old Beechworth Station
and then 15km down the old railway branch-line
through native forest for a brief stop at Everton
Station; the branch-line joins the Wangaratta to Bright
Railtrail here.

back. But, after completing the challenge, everyone
was on a high – the highlight of the week for some.
Following the day’s activities a farewell dinner was
held at the Wandiligong Pub, an old style country pub
that provided surprisingly good food. A fitting finale to
a most enjoyable week.
A HUGE THANK YOU to Jennifer for organising the
week in Bright.
By Robert Gallant & Adrienne Smith

Final destination was of course George’s favourite
bakery at Myrtleford, where Rita was waiting with the
car to take the drivers back to pick up cars at
Beechworth. A good ride; Anne decided this was not
enough however and continued on from Myrtleford
back to Bright to make it 79km for the day.
John and Pam and a party of 14 dodged the wind at Mt
Hotham by starting the walk below the ridge. The
Davenport Access trail was steep and dusty, but led to
a delightful, level walk along the Cobungra Ditch track.
A steep drop to the creek of beautiful clear water was
followed by a slog up to historic Spargo’s Hut, where
they ate lunch.
Half of the party walked up Mt Loch, while the others
continued on the trail to the reservoir.
Saturday 17th
John led a group of 17 up the long and winding road
(again) to Mt Buffalo. They stopped at the Chalet at
1,337 metres around which there are a number of
relatively short but very attractive walks showcasing
Mt Buffalo’s flora, granite cliffs & boulders and
impressive views to the valley. After taking in the
views from the various lookouts around the Chalet,
most of the group initially did the Gorge Heritage loop
track with frequent stops at interpretive signs and yet
more lookouts - particularly at The Gorge itself which
is a wide fault in the granite cliff line that heads down
to the valley.
Nearby Lake Catani is in a picturesque little valley
where the group had lunch before a walk around
Chalwell Galleries – a jumble of large granite rocks
which in one place drops down a steep narrow
passage along a fault line that requires some
clambering & sliding over rocks and under chock
stones to negotiate. There were mutterings by some
that this place had the feeling of a repeat of Picnic at
Hanging Rock and wondered who might not come
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Splendour Rock ANZAC service Wild Dog Mountains
Organiser: Vanessa Hicks
Participants, Harold & Filomina Mattner, Najeeb Syed
ANZAC Day 25 April a special day in our history so why
not attempt something special to last in my memory.
Looks achievable on paper just need some like-minded
companions.
Started at Dunphy's Campground Megalong Valley; set
up first night camp; watched the glow of the sunset
and the black clouds rolling in.
Next morning still raining, but off we go full of
adventure & enthusiasm just like those off to the
Great War. With our swag and thoughts of home let
the journey commence.
Walking the well-defined fire trail through woodlands
and despite rain the creeks were only a trickle. We
met other groups also on this pilgrimage.
There are many ways to get to Splendour Rock up
HIGH on Mt Dingo, but they all have one thing in
common. They are all tracks ending in climbing up to
the top ridge. We named the first day "the 3 mountain
adventure-Mt Warrigal, Mt Merrimerrigal, Mt Dingo"
truly testing our map skills and our legs, but the view
was magnificent.
We did finally make it to Mt Dingo just before sunset,
in time to get the tents set up in a patch of bush
amongst all the other campers. There were tents in all
parts of this narrow ridge with campfires burning and
chatter well into the night. Early rise for dawn and
with torches we headed to Splendour Rock, the very
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end of Mt Dingo plateau. An estimated 60 people
attended the service dedicated to those bushwalkers
who did not come home after WW2. The service was
short but poignant and as the dawn rose The Ode was
read, followed by a bugler, then the national anthem
sung with a lump in the throat I am sure by all.
Returning now meant it was nearly all downhill and so
it was, but more as a "scramble" & very slowly.
Did I mention we thought we would do a round trip,
try a different track back! Testing all those navigation
skills and the legs AGAIN.
We were not the last car left but it was later than we
thought. We can laugh now but I have to confess it
was my maximum limit.
I thank my fellow companions for your support
and pushing through the pain with encouragement as I
am sure we all willed each other on.
Also celebrated on this day was Filomina's birthday.
She had made a delicious homemade cake and carried
it all the way up to the top and we finished it on the
way down. Now that was memorable too.
By Vanessa Hicks
Welcome to new members:
Peter Jackson, Peter Clarke, Hui Fang Sui, Lesley
Phillips, Martin Wagner, Leo Scheps, Deborah Cramer,
Jeff Cosatto, Valerie Weller, Carol Weston, Kerrie
Claffey, Rod Funnell, Heather Williams, Michael
Woodward, Lisa Tienstra, Stephen Tienstra, Finlay
Shaw, Layla Adam, Mark Sieler, Jean Webb, Mary
Shannon, Simon Kaddissi

Activity Statistics to March 31 (from returned trip
reports)

Walks
Cycling
Kayaking
Total
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Events
2015

29
3
2
34

Events
2016

40
3
1
44

Participants
2015

303
13
6
322

Participants
2016

369
15
6
390

COMMITTEE ROOM
SNIPPETS
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Here we are half way through the year and have you
fulfilled your News Year’s resolution of getting fit and
getting out more?
Thank you all for renewing your membership with the
Club as your membership fee supports the efforts
made by so many volunteers to keep the Club “ticking
over. Now is the time for a new Q3 program and
newsletter, all wonderfully put together by the
program sub-committee and newsletter editor to
keep you interested and out there. Enjoy what’s
coming up and remember to contact the organiser as
early as possible otherwise you might miss out.
Also to streamline contact, if you have a late
additional activity to submit or need to cancel a
programmed event or even to change some details of
an event send your request to:
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au with as much
notice as possible.
Do not respond to any alert emails from Sutherland
Bushwalkers by clicking “reply” as this is not a
monitored email box; all contact is via
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au
Now that the Q3 program has gone to print, it is on to
the next one for Q4. If you think of something
interesting or places to go email directly to the
relevant Activity Collector (see back of program) with
a description, date & grade.
I would like to welcome new members who have
joined recently and encourage you to come along.
Don’t be shy, join in with a bunch of great people also
enjoying a day out of their choice.
This year has seen so many members away on
fabulous trips that I think would be of interest to all of
us, and so I invite you to offer a talk with photos at
one of our meetings. Contact Lyn Sorensen or a
committee member, don’t be shy, just show off your
travels . Take us on your journey.
Thank you everyone. See you at a meeting (last
Wednesday of each month) or on a track somewhere
out there.
Vanessa Hicks
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